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Oracle Net8: Configuration and TroubleshootingO'Reilly, 2000
Describes everything DBAs need to know to install configure, tune, and troubleshoot Net8, Oracle's networking technology. It covers the Oracle Internet Directory (OID), Oracle Names; the Multi-Threaded Server (MTS); and the Oracle Connection Manager, as well as the Oracle networking utilities (lsnctl, namesctl, cmctl, tnsping, Net8 Assistant, Net8...
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Music And Philosophy (Marquette Studies in Philosophy)Marquette University Press, 2005
Music played a central role in the thought of existentialist philosopher Gabriel Marcel (1889-1973). One of the most tantalizing claims he made in a set of conversations with Paul Ricoeur. Employing a geographic metaphor, he claimed that philosophy was the continent of his work while his plays formed the off-shore islands; but what was deepest was...
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Proof and Other Dilemmas: Mathematics and Philosophy (Spectrum)Mathematical Association of America, 2008
During the first 75 years of the twentieth century almost all work in the philosophy of mathematics concerned foundational questions. In the last quarter of the century, philosophers of mathematics began to return to basic questions concerning the philosophy of mathematics such as, what is the nature of mathematical knowledge and of mathematical...
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Collecting Nature (Collecting Histories)Cambridge University Press, 2014

	Nature can be collected in many forms and shapes: live animals have been locked up in cages, displayed in zoos and menageries, and their hides and dried body parts were used as part of the set-up in galleries and studies. Plants from far-away countries have been cultivated in botanical gardens and in hothouses. Even the depiction of medicinal...
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Microsoft Windows XP Power OptimizationSybex, 2005
Want a Faster and More Powerful PC? It's There on Your     Desk.
     
     Eventually, it will be time to buy a new PC or put money into     an upgrade, but Microsoft Windows XP Power Optimization shows you how to     get the most out of your current equipment right now, simply by tuning your     Windows setup....
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Linux Network Administrator's GuideO'Reilly, 1995
Linux, a UNIX-compatible operating system that runs on personal computers, is a pinnacle within the free software movement. It is based on a kernel developed by Finnish student Linus Torvalds and is distributed on the Net or on low-cost disks, along with a complete set of UNIX libraries, popular free software utilities, and traditional layered...
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Advances and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and Software EngineeringSpringer, 2007
Advances and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computing Sciences, Software Engineering and Systems.
Advances and Innovations in Systems, Computing Sciences and...
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Modeling and Prediction of Polymer Nanocomposite PropertiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book lays the theoretical foundations and emphasizes the close connection between theory and experiment to optimize models and real-life procedures for the various stages of polymer composite development. As such, it covers quantum-mechanical approaches to understand the chemical processes on an atomistic level, molecular mechanics...
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Smart Design: First International Conference ProceedingsSpringer, 2012

	Good product designs merge materials, technology and hardware into a unified user experience; one where the technology recedes into the background and people benefit from the capabilities and experiences available. By focusing on functional gain, critical awareness and emotive connection, even the most multifaceted and complex technology can...
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C++ Network Programming, Vol. 1: Mastering Complexity with ACE and PatternsAddison Wesley, 2001
As networks, devices, and systems continue to evolve, software engineers face the unique challenge of creating reliable distributed applications within frequently changing environments. C++ Network Programming, Volume 1, provides practical solutions for developing and optimizing complex distributed systems using the...
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Microsoft  ASP.NET 2.0 Step By StepMicrosoft Press, 2005
This book will help you figure out how to write Web applications using Microsoft's most current version of its HTTP request processing framework—ASP.NET 2.0. Web development has come a long way since the earliest sites began popping up in the early 1990s. The world of Web development offers several different choices as far...
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How to Cheat at Microsoft Vista AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2007
The Perfect Reference for the Multitasked SysAdmin
The Microsoft Windows Vista operating system offers several changes and improvements over its predecessors. It not only brings a new and redesigned interface, but also improves on many administrative utilities and management consoles. It also enhances the systems reliability,...
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